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Introduction
A

dominant

discourse

given the mismatch between its proclaimed
theme

on

in

the

International

contemporary
has

is no uniform, unchanging Chinese vision of the

surrounded the theme of the future of the liberal

world order as it has constantly evolved in a

world order. While some scholars have already

manner which serves its national interests best

hailed its demise,

at various points in history.

1

Relations

statements and some of its policy actions. There

others believe that it

continues to survive.2 Yet others see the 2008
financial crisis as aggravating the crisis of the
liberal order3 which is disputed by those who

Through the prism of Chinese history:
Decoding ‘Tianxia’

believe the world order was never liberal to

Scholars have used the ancient Chinese cultural

begin with.

A core component of these

concept of Tianxia – which roughly translates to

narratives have been the increasing participation

“all under heaven” – as the starting point for the

of China in global governance institutions, which

study of Chinese vision of world order. It broadly

in turn has generated debates on whether or not

“refers to a system of governance held together

China is a revisionist power looking to overhaul

by a regime of culture and values that transcends

the liberal order. On one hand China’s “rise” has

racial and geographical boundaries.”

taken place through deep integration into global

Tingyan,

value chains, particularly since its entry into the

contemporary philosophers and author of “The

World Trade Organisation in 2000; on the other,

Tianxia

Chinese

renewed

Philosophy of a World Institution,” uses it as a

ambition and intentions to “establish a new type

political concept to counter the “chaos of

of international relations” has made many –

Hobbesian system” based on nation-state, which

especially in the West – anxious. A lot of

he sees as leading to “aggravation of antagonism

ambiguity surrounds Beijing’s “real” intentions,

and endless wars.”6 Tianxia, according to him, is

4

assertions

indicating

its
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the best philosophy for world governance for it

glory. The ‘Century of humiliation’ only ended

truly represents the oneness of the world by

with Mao Zedong establishing People’s Republic

promoting

of

of China (PRC), and who dreamt of Chinese

internationality and means an “institutionally

resurgence as “a great power in a world of great

ordered world.”7 Zhao’s philosophy of Tianxia,

powers.”

emphasising

“world-ness”

‘non-exclusion’,

instead

‘harmony’,

‘cooperation without hegemony’, however, is a

China’s evolutionary approach

revision of the imperial concept to suit the

Mao Zedong era: During the early years of Mao’s

realities of 21st century world politics. Zhao

leadership, PRC declared itself as an openly

himself acknowledges that his system is an

“revolutionary” power in world affairs as the

‘ideal,’ ‘a grand utopia’ which has never been

West tried to develop an international order

realised in Chinese history.8

which would “contain” global communism. Mao’s

In Chinese histography, this concept is
believed to have been embraced during the Zhou
dynasty where the emperor, who was the “son of
heaven”, was bestowed the world and thus ruled
‘all under heaven’ (Tianxia). The Chinese empire
grew in East Asia and its tribute system – which
refers to diplomatic practices acknowledging the
superiority of the Sinitic civilisation – is believed
to have been institutionalised. 9 This empire
collapsed with the introduction of the treaty
system following the Chinese defeat in the Opium
Wars, forcing China to acknowledge Britain as a
“sovereign nation” equal to itself by signing the
Treaty of Tianjin in 1858. This collapse – where
China lost its tributary states such as Hong Kong
to Britain – was accompanied with forced
acceptance of the Westphalian concept of
sovereignty and equality. The defeat of imperial
China at the hands of European and Japanese

China obviously tilted towards the Soviet Union
until the Sino-Soviet rift, after which China
proclaimed a people’s war against both the
superpowers. Based on Mao’s “Three Worlds
theory”, Beijing projected itself as a developing
country which sought to unite with other third
world

countries

against

the

hegemonic

intentions of both superpowers. Driven by a
strong urge to be self-reliant and develop itself
on the basis of its civilizational strength, without
relying on foreign powers, Beijing extended its
support to the Non-Aligned Movement as a
counterweight to bipolar politics of the time. The
Republic of China retaining its seat on the
Security Council and wielding veto rights was a
major

source

international

of

PRC’s

organisations.

frustration
This

with
found

expression as hostility towards Taiwan and the
international organisations.

powers motivated a struggle for national

Deng Xiaoping era: Motivated by the philosophy

rejuvenation and return to the state of former

that China cannot grow in isolation and needs a
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peaceful international environment to develop

environment. This is not to suggest that Beijing

itself, Chinese energies were focused on internal

blindly adhered to Western dictates; rather it

reform and opening up to the outside world. The

was vocal about the needs to reform existing

United Nations General Assembly decision of

institutions to reflect the strategic reality of

“restoration of lawful rights” to PRC by granting

increasing centres of power and consciously

it the seat at the UNSC and expelling Taiwan

moved away from previous national narratives

marked

which demanded an entirely new system.

the

beginning

of

steady

Chinese

participation in international organisations. The
remarkable success of the reforms led to Chinese
economic power growing steadily as it registered
one of the highest growth rates in the world,
averaging

9.5

percent

from

1979-2018.

10

Commensurate with its increased economic
opening up, China joined various global financial
trade institutions such as the International
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (World Bank),
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)
11etc.

The infamous Tiananmen Square incident

adversely

affected

China’s

international

reputation. Worried that it might reverse the
steady economic growth it had achieved, China
embraced multilateralism and further integrated
itself into the liberal order through signing the
Nuclear

Non-Proliferation

Treaty

in

1992,

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1996,
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights in 1998; aimed at “keeping a low profile
and bide(ing) its time.” Even after the collapse of
the Soviet Union, China continued to cultivate a
healthy
institutions

relationship

with

and

prioritized

international
domestic

development while reiterating the need for a
peaceful

and

favourable

international
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Xi Jinping era: Since 2010, China started
becoming more vocal about its ambition and
capabilities to reform the international order in a
manner conducive to its own priorities and
interests. Xi Jinping became General Secretary of
the Communist Party of China in 2012 and his
distinct vision for China was evident from his
early pronouncements. Speaking in Moscow in
2013, he criticized 19th and 20th century
colonial imperialism and the Cold War model of
international order and called for establishing a
“new

type

of

international

relations”

underpinned by “win-win cooperation.” 12

In

2014, Xi convened the Central Conference on
Work Relating to Foreign Affairs, an authoritative
gathering of Chinese leaders including politburo
members and prominent individuals from the
Chinese

foreign,

trade,

military,

security,

intelligence community, where he elaborated on
his diplomatic approach. Based on the preceding
trends and features, Xi called for China to
“develop a distinctive diplomatic approach
befitting its role of [sic] a major country.” This
means that China must “conduct diplomacy with
a salient Chinese feature and a Chinese vision.”13
It was only in 2015 that Xi formally announced

3
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these ideas to a global audience at his speech in

restoration as a great nation and achieving

the UN, calling to establish a “community of

superpower status.16

shared future for all humankind” based on
“mutually beneficial”, “abundantly beneficial”,

Assessment

and “collectively beneficial” relationships where

Contemporary China is very different from the

China

or

days of Mao’s revolutionary China. Beijing’s

expansionism” or “carve a sphere of influence.”14

vision is not one of complete overhaul of a

Although “correct sense of justice” and “win-win

system which it has benefitted from, but it is a

cooperation” became Xi’s catchphrases, he

“strategic brand of revisionism”

repeatedly assured national audience that China

continues to feel some of its core national

would not jeopardise its “core national interests”

objectives being hampered by the existing

in the process. At the opening ceremony of the

system. The unresolved partition of Republic of

2016 G20 business summit in Hangzhou, Xi

China from the mainland continues to shape

Jinping delivered the keynote address titled

Chinese thinking in many ways and President Xi

“New Start of China’s Development, New

has gone beyond his predecessors to assert

Blueprint for Global Growth” where he reassured

unification as the only option available for the

the

Taiwanese.

would

not

international

“pursue

community

hegemony

that

“China’s

18

While

it

is

17

since it

important

to

opening to the outside world will not stagnate,

contextualise China’s evolutionary approach

let alone go back” and made a case for One Belt,

against the backdrop of changing post-cold war

One

Infrastructure

realities where multipolarization is in fact a

Investment Bank to serve as initiatives which

strategic reality, yet Chinese vision is not

would

existing

restricted to benign reform. This is not to

international mechanisms.”15 A more assertive

suggest, either, that Beijing will not contribute to

message from Xi came amidst China’s trade

resolving global problems stemming from the

dispute with United States in 2018, where,

obvious insufficiencies of the global order, but its

during the19th Party Congress, he stated that

motivation to restructure international order to

China would take active part in “reforming and

address its own persistent frustrations and

developing the global governance system, and

dissatisfaction is extremely dangerous. More

keep contributing Chinese wisdom and strength

recently, Chinese attempts to assert and to flex

to global governance.” Boasting how China had

its military muscle in a border conflict with India

“crossed the threshold into a new era” Xi set out

during a pandemic does not inspire confidence

a blueprint for China where 2049 was declared

about its credentials as a responsible power.

as the target year for achieving China’s

China is more ambitious than ever before, driven

Road

and

the

“supplement

Asian

and

improve

by an economy which is quickly recovering while
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the rest of the world is struggling, but it is clear
that this has created more anxieties than
reassurances. Take the example of China’s
increased

engagement

with

global

health

governance institutions, e.g. managing HIV/AIDS
(where Beijing acted unilaterally and handed out
aid opaquely), 19 manipulating the election of
WHO Director,20 and most recently, Beijing’s lack
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